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CITIZENS’ TRANSPORTATION COALITION

ON THE MOVE. TOGETHER.
Lincoln is a growing and thriving city. Our transportation system is the heartbeat that drives us forward.
Jobs, public safety, education, healthcare, economic growth — all depend on high-quality infrastructure
that delivers people and products safely and reliably to their destinations.
Maintaining, improving and growing our transportation network preserves our personal and economic
security and assures that our children and grandchildren have a vibrant community to call home.
Investing in transportation infrastructure is investing in Lincoln’s future. Together, we can deliver a
system that enhances our quality of life and ability to grow.

COALITION TIMELINE

This is the charge of the Lincoln Citizens’ Transportation Coalition.

Preservation
& Optimization
September
2017

Funding
November
2017

Following a robust technical,
financial and policy review, the
Lincoln Citizens’ Transportation
Coalition concluded:

$33 MILLION IN UNMET NEEDS

GAP

Lincoln has a gap in funding available to meet
its transportation needs through 2040.

$21 million per year

needed for system preservation

and street maintenance

Kickoff
August
2017

Growth
& Annexation
October
2017

FIND MORE INFORMATION AT
www.lincolnonthemove.com

Conclusions
December
2017

$7 million per year

needed for system optimization, like signal
upgrades and maximizing traffic flow

RESEARCH EFFORTS

5
14
24
27

Months of Study
Peer Cities
City Policies and
Plans
Community Leaders

$5 million per year

needed for system growth and new streets

COST SAVINGS AND BEST PRACTICES
Lincoln must continue to deploy cost-saving measures and
industry best practices to deliver high-quality streets at the
lowest possible cost.

NEW SOURCE OF REVENUE
Lincoln must help solve the funding gap by pursuing a new
source of revenue that contributes $20 to 28 million per year
toward maintaining a safe, reliable transportation network that
supports growth.

INVEST IN LINCOLN’S FUTURE
PRESERVATION

DELIVER MORE
COST SAVINGS

• 2,600 lane miles to maintain
• Bridge and pavement repair
• Street resurfacing
COST: $600,000 / lane mile of
resurfacing
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COST: $300,000 / signalized
intersection
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Simplify impact fee system
The City can pool funding from more regions to deliver
larger projects.

120,000 people /
109,000 Jobs by 2040
New streets
Smart technologies
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COST: $12 million / mile of
new arterial street
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STREET BUDGET PER LANE MILE

LINCOLN $2,400
PEERS

•
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Allow design flexibility
Street design flexibility gives Lincoln more for its money –
reducing lane size from 12 to 11 feet saves $500,000 / mile
in construction costs.

•

•

Streamline business processes
Align transportation planning and policies to save
city employee, developer, and contractor time and
resources.
Optimize the existing system
Invest in efficient signal timing plans and enhance
multimodal transportation.
Innovation
Implement new design standards to increase the life
of streets and reduce repair needs. Incorporate new
technologies.
Develop citizen advisory panel
Citizen input helps identify the right mix of services
to meet Lincoln’s unique needs.

KEEPING GOOD STREETS GOOD
Invest now in low-cost,
routine maintenance to
save money later!

New

450 traffic signals
Intersection upgrades / widening
Multimodal accommodations
where appropriate (i.e. bike, 		
pedestrian and transit)
Signal system enhancements

Increase contracting flexibility
Third-party contracting can reduce response time, focus
city resources on strategic priorities, and benefit local
businesses.

Typical costs of $3,000
$80,000 / lane mile

STREET CONDITION
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Keep the good streets good
Low-cost, regular maintenance extends pavement life and
reduces the chance for unexpected, costly repairs.

Typical
Another Repair
40% drop Cost
in
condition, / lane mile
$300,000

Failing

•

OPTIMIZATION

+

The Coalition recommended adoption of 24
best practices in its final report, including:

The City must not rest in finding better, more
affordable ways to deliver high-quality service.
•

PURSUE BEST
PRACTICES

Typical Repair Cost
$1,000,000 / lane mile

STREET AGE

$10,000

Lincoln is doing more with less to preserve and maintain our streets. But as we grow, our needs are
outpacing our capacity to deliver more. It’s time to invest more in the transportation system to keep
Lincoln on the move.

ADD
REVENUE

=

Coalition
Recommends

$21 Million

$20 to $28

$7 Million

Million

In Local Option
Sales Tax
with
No Property Tax Increase
No Wheel Tax Increase

MORE MILES OF SAFER,
SMOOTHER STREETS

Million

Improved processes and new revenue will nearly double the
number of streets the City can treat and fix every year. More
miles will stay smoother and safer longer.

4X

25%

Growth

MORE ABILITY TO BUILD
STREETS IN GROWTH
AREAS

$33

Maintenance and Preservation

Optimization

MORE INTERSECTION
UPGRADES

$5 Million

Through innovation, cost
savings and responsible
addition of new revenue,
Lincoln will close the gap to
help make our streets safe,
reliable, and ready to grow.

CONCLUSION

100’S

SOLVE THE
GAP

New smart, connected traffic signals, and refined intersection
design will help traffic flow better and safer throughout the
City. Investments to upgrade our 450 intersections will save
residents time and money as they move more efficiently on
game day or their morning commute.

New revenue improves the City’s ability to build new streets
each year and advance strategic growth priorities. New design
standards and inspection processes will improve the City’s
partnership with private developers.
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